HELPER SPECIAL FEATURE jimboheather@cox.net
JIM LAUBMEIER
Interviewed by NE Regional Director Ron Angst

Ron: Please tell us about yourself.
Jim: I am 41 years old and was born and raised in Phoenix
Arizona. I was raised in a big family with five brothers and
sisters and we always had many animals around us. My
family on both my mother and father's side are
German/American. My father's side is from Bavaria, south
of Munich, and my mother's family is from Pforzheim near
the Black Forest. I have been married for 10 years to my
wonderful wife, Heather, who is a Neonatal ICU Nurse here
in Phoenix. I was an athlete growing up and played college
football as a linebacker and fullback before joining the
Phoenix Fire Department after college in 1989. I have been
with the Phoenix Fire Department for 18 years and
currently work as a Captain/Paramedic on a busy North
Phoenix Engine company with a great crew. I spent the
first 17 years of my career in an area that we call the "Knife
and Gun Club" section of Phoenix which has a lot of crazy
calls, violent incidents such as shootings, stabbings and
fires.
I teach EMT, Paramedic Training and Fire Science at
Paradise Valley Community College in Phoenix on my days
off and am one of the Lead Instructors for the Phoenix Fire
Department Paramedic Program. I enjoy teaching for the
fire department and at the college and have mentored
many new firefighters and paramedics. I am very proud to
serve on the Phoenix Fire Dept's Technical Rescue Team as
well as being a member of our FEMA Urban Search &
Rescue Team, Arizona Task Force 1 as a Medical Specialist.
AZ-TF1 has been deployed to New York 9/11, the
Oklahoma City bombing, Hurricane Katrina and many other
disasters.

Jim working dogs at the
ADRK Goldenstedt Schutzhund Club in Germany
We live on a large property northwest of Phoenix with our
five Rottweilers and have been USRC members for five
years. We are members of the new USA Scottsdale
Schutzhund Club where I am the primary training helper
and trial helper.
I am a USA National-level Schutzhund trial helper.
Rottweilers and Schutzhund are our passion and our hobby.

Ron: How did you get involved with dogs?
Jim: Growing up in a large family and always having big
dogs around, I was exposed to large dogs at an early age.
I always knew I would own a large dog when the time came.
I love animals and my family had many different breeds
through the years including St. Bernards, Golden retrievers
and English bulldogs. My mom to this day still owns English
bulldogs. Myself, and all my brothers and sisters are all big
animal lovers. When I moved out and had my own place my
first dog was a Rottweiler named Kona.

Jim (middle) with crew members after a house fire
in South Phoenix

Ron: How did you get introduced to Rottweilers?
Jim: About fourteen years ago, I worked for a Captain on
the Fire Department that owned a Rottweiler named Tibor
von Kaufman. Tibor was an excellent male and had great
temperament. My interest was peaked and I bought my first

Rottweiler Kona from a local AKC breeder. After meeting
my future wife, we added two more Rottweilers to the
family, Cabo and Simba. We had all these dogs for many
years and just recently lost our last one, Cabo, to cancer at
11 years old. In 2002, while looking for a new Rottweiler
male, we were directed to the USRC Phoenix Rottweiler
Club and the Phoenix Schutzhund Club by another
firefighter who used to be a Schutzhund helper at the club.
At the Phoenix club, we met Jacko Rousseau and our
introduction to the German Rottweiler and the sport of
schutzhund began.
We attended our first USRC event in Phoenix and met a
beautiful male, Igor von Maerz, a Wotan son, who was also
a fantastic working Rottweiler. We began to attend club
meetings and visit the Schutzhund club quite regularly
after that and the journey began. The schutzhund club
asked if I would be interested in learning helper work and
considering my size and athletic background, it became a
natural fit. I still did not have a dog to work at the club as
our dogs at home were couch potatoes and pets. We had
some bad luck with the first two dogs we bought after that
with one coming up with hip dysplasia and the other not
having suitable temperament for schutzhund work. We
kept both of these dogs, Thor and Greta, as pets and they
rule the inside of the house and serve as excellent
guardians of our property.

Jim & his young male Bronko vom Wachberg at 14 months
working protection with USA Judge & Teaching helper
Bill Szentmiklosi
SV breeder but at one time was a Rottweiler guy and an
ADRK helper who worked some of the ADRK Korungs in the
90's. In fact, Detlef worked the Korung that our friends
Klaus &and Helga from Vom Herrenholz and Andor vom
Herrenholz passed in Berlin.
I was looking for our new male at the time and found a
super female at the 2005 ADRK Spring Korung that I liked
very much, Wendy vom Wachberg. Wendy had an excellent
performance and was also a top V female in conformation.
I contacted the owner/breeder of Wendy, Gisbert Wilkniss
from Vom Wachberg about a future male pup from Wendy.
It turns out that Wendy was four weeks pregnant with
puppies from Odo vom Fleischer at the Korung! We like to
joke now that our future male, Bronko was Gekort in utero.
Gisbert was willing to sell us a nice male and when the time
came for the puppies to go home, my friend Detlef went to
Gisbert's home and picked our Bronko for us. Bronko was
the pick male from that litter, very dominant.

Ron: Who are your mentors in the sport?
Jim: My first mentors were Jacko Rousseau, Carl Erlandson,
Wayne Walcott and Rich Rosen from the Phoenix
Schutzhund Club. These people supported and mentored us
during our first years in the sport. My friend, USA Judge
Nathaniel Roque has been a great resource and teacher
during my development as a helper. USA Teaching helpers
Doug Wendling and Armin Winkler have spent lots of time
with me refining my skills and being great coaches.

Jim & Bronko working grips with helper Bill Szentmiklosi
My helper work training was continuing and after not
having good luck the first time around with health/
temperament issues, I began to educate myself about
German Rottweilers and the merits of the ADRK system.
Jacko, and my friend, Carl Erlandson, had imported some
excellent Rottweilers and helped mentor us through the
process. I bought the Dogbase software and began to do
the research on what we wanted in our next Rottweiler.
I purchased many ADRK DM and Korung videos and I
studied pedigrees and lines for the next year and really
tried to do my research.
During this time, I was introduced to my friend, Detlef
Berensmann by Andreas Mueller at a Schutzhund trial and
we began a friendship. Detlef was a retired Berlin German
firefighter and speaks perfect English and we had a lot in
common. Detlef is an excellent helper and trainer and is an

Our good friends, Klaus and Helga Feder-Frentz from the
ADRK kennel Vom Herrenholz and their training club helped
me a tremendous amount on our trip to Germany. My
friend, Ron Angst, has also been a huge supporter and a
mentor in both the sport of Schutzhund and the Rottweiler
breed. Ron introduced us to Klaus and Helga from Vom
Herrenholz and owns two of their dogs, Junky and Quincy.
Some other super people who I have met through
Rottweilers and I am honored to call my friends are Keith
Jenkins, Kiene Zandbergen and Gretchen Caldwell to name
a few. Currently, I have had the opportunity to learn from
Peter Oja from the Scottsdale Schutzhund Club and mentor
under USA Judge Bill Szentmiklosi for my helper training.

Ron: Please tell us about your training experience and your
dogs?
Jim: Currently, all our dogs are very young but we are

working hard at getting them ready for their future titles.
I have had my young male Bronko since he was 8 weeks
old and did his foundation and he is now ready for his BH,
VPG 1 and ZTP this upcoming trial season. Bronko vom
Wachberg is now 2 years old and is a very typey male with
tremendous drive. Very good mix of prey drive and
aggression. He is an excellent tracker and, of course, is a
stubborn male in obedience. Bronko is out of Odo vom
Fleischer and Wendy vom Wachberg.
We train at the Scottsdale Schutzhund club where I do
helper work. My wife is working with our young female,
Vaika vom Herrenholz and she shows a tremendous
amount of promise in the work. Vaika is out of Ety vom
Herrenholz and Dubay vom Herrenholz. We brought Vaika
home with us from Germany where I had the opportunity
to work her Gekort father, Ety vom Herrenholz many times.
Ety is a spectacular male that is an excellent working dog
and passed his Korung but also was V2 in the Working
class at the Klubshow. We recently just imported a super
young female puppy, Leyna vom Schwaiger Wappen from
Claudia Wolf-Meixner from the famous Vom Schwaiger
Wappen Kennel in Germany. She is a beautiful female with
tons of energy and prey drive.
Leyna is the pick female out of a super Kor und
Leistungzucht breeding between Zico vom Schwaiger
Wappen and Unja vom Schwaiger Wappen. Zico was
recently purchased by my fellow firefighter and friend John
Bernard.
All three of our working dogs are out of parents that at
least one of the parents is Gekort and both of Leyna's
parents have passed the ADRK Korung. Having done lots
of research on the ADRK lines, we feel this is the best mix
of correct conformation with proven working ability.

Ron: What skills do
you possess that make
you a good helper,
handler and effective
trainer?
Jim:
As far as
helper work, I break
it
down
into
t r a i n i n g he l pe r
work and trial work.
There is a huge
difference
in
skill-sets between
the two. Reading
dogs and knowing
what drive dogs are
in and how to bring
the best out of
individual dogs is
truly an art and I
am
constantly
learning.
As a
training helper, I try
to be a good
communicator first
and foremost. When
Jim working a Rottweiler at the 2006 a handler comes
USA Southwest Regional Championships onto the field, we
discuss the training
plan first, work the plan and critique the work after. This
makes training much clearer for the handler and the dog.
I consider myself to be a newer training helper and believe
it takes many years to become an excellent training helper.

Jim working protection with
Junky vom Herrenholz & NE RD Ron Angst
As far as trial helper work, I am a big, fast, powerful guy
that can pressure the toughest dogs and drive them
correctly. I am a very safe helper in trials and try to be
correct and not flashy. The key to trial work is to test each
dog consistently.
When it comes to being a trainer/ handler, I am very new.
We have had some excellent people come to our club for
seminars and have had the opportunity to work with some
of the best trainers in the world including some of my club
members who are excellent National-level trainers in their
own right. I use positive methods to train my dogs similar
to the Flinks and Balabanov training methods that employ
lots of play and prey work and making the work fun for the
dog and keeps them in a high state of drive throughout the
session. I believe this is critical in training Rottweilers
especially as they get bored easily and can be tough when
it comes to compulsion and memory.

Ron: As an active trial helper from Local to National events,
what do you feel is the biggest problem with dogs you get to see?
Jim: As far as problems in a trial, specifically in protection,
I see many dogs trained with a lot of pressure and
compulsion and that bleeds over into dirtiness and poor
outs. I personally like working dogs that really bring the
fight to the helper and can be pushy in the blind but
training dogs only in aggression sometimes accentuates the
problem. Some of the most powerful dogs I have worked in
National events had this issue and it is a fine line between
absolute power and being out of control.
What I like to see is a confident, strong dog with solid nerve
that can take the pressure of a strong helper. Woody
O'Briant's male Apollo vom Heidkenz is a Rottweiler that I
have worked in trials that has that rock solid temperament
and the ability to mix prey and aggression and be under
control. Apollo was High Protection 2 consecutive years
at the USA SW Regionals against the GSD's and Mal's.
Calm, professional handling definitely makes a huge
difference as that nervousness in the handler many times
transmits into the dogs.

Ron:
What do you feel are your most important
accomplishments in the sport?
Jim: I think so far my most important accomplishment is
helping others realize their training/trial goals. I have been
the helper for dogs from our club who have won the last 2
out of 3 USA SW Regional Championships. I have helped
others with training their dogs that have competed at big
National events. I have worked and prepared multiple
Rottweilers for Schutzhund trials and ZTP's. I have been
the trial helper at every club trial for the past 3 years at
the Phoenix Sch Club and we have had a very successful
history. I have worked the last 2 years USA Southwest
Regional Championships and the 2006 and 2007 AWDF
Championships. I recently worked the 2007 USA North
Americans where I did the Sch3 back-half and got to work
some phenomenal dogs. I have been selected to work the
upcoming 2007 USA National Sch Championships in
Atlanta in November.

Ron: What do you think are the three main ingredients for a
dog/handler team to be successful in Schutzhund?
Jim: Firstly, a genetically good dog who possesses the
proper drives for the work. I believe genetics plays an
important role in working dogs. Working dogs are seldom
made. Most of the strong dogs are from working lines and

Jim working a Rottweiler at the
2006 USA Southwest Regional Championships
issue that I believe should be an important factor in
breeding decisions as too many dogs are bred without
proper health clearances and are polluting the breed with
health problems.
We chose to research and buy dogs from the ADRK system
due to problems with poor breeding practices here in the
USA. To start, I think breeders should realize and embrace
the idea that the Rottweiler is a working dog first and a
working dog has to have a sound body, mind and
temperament. There are many beautiful working Rottweilers
out there that are excellent working dogs as well as having
passing HD and ED ratings.

Jim working on hold/bark with
Junky vom Herrenholz & friend Ron Angst
strong working parents. Secondly, an excellent handler
who shares a strong bond with their dog and understands
the strengths and weaknesses of their dog along with a
trainer that understands proven training methods and can
tailor those methods to individual dogs/handlers. Thirdly,
excellent training helper work.

Ron: What do you think breeders should be breeding for? Do
you think fewer breeders are breeding for working
temperament?
Jim: I believe more breeders should be breeding for
proper Rottweiler working temperament first. The
Rottweiler breed is and should remain a working dog first
and to discount temperament is a huge mistake. As a
breeder, try to at least put a BH and a working title or a
BST/ZTP on the dogs before breeding. Health is another

I would agree with John Bernard's previous article in the
USRC Magazine that too many breeders these days are too
concerned with looks and winning shows and not paying
attention to temperament. Advertising and selling litters
out of unproven, untitled parents is not improving the
breed. I believe that a positive motivator to get breeders to
title their dogs is requiring the Sieger/ Siegerin of our USRC
shows to have a BST/ZTP minimum.
The ADRK breeding system is far superior to anywhere else
in the world simply because their breeding stock must be
titled and tested prior to being bred. The ultimate breed
test is the ADRK Korung where only the best Rottweilers in
the world enter and pass. There are a number of dogs in
Germany that are doing the ultimate combination, that is
they are Sch 3, have passed the Korung and then compete
in the ADRK's Schutzhund Nationals,
the Deutsche
Meisterschaft.
The sire of our new female, Zico vom Schwaiger Wappen is
an example of this type of dog. The USRC's award of
Universal Sieger / Siegerin is an example of the best
all-around Rottweiler here in the USA and what ever breeder

should be striving for. Zico's sire, Eddy vom
Hammerbachtal was the USRC's most recent recipient of
the Universal Sieger title.
The current 07 Klubsieger winner, Ben vom Langen Grund
is also an excellent example of a beautiful dog that is a
Gekort male and a super working dog. It is possible to
breed dogs that do well in both areas of conformation and
Schutzhund but breeders must focus on producing dogs
with better temperament.
I absolutely believe that many breeders these days are
breeding only for conformation which is what sells puppies
unfortunately...the influx of dogs with questionable IPO1
titles who cannot pass a simple breed test confirms this
assumption. As a breeder, try and breed for the total
Rottweiler in conformation, temperament and health. This
will only make our breed stronger.

Ron: What is the greatest threat of Schutzhund today?
Jim: I believe the greatest threat is BSL and lack of public
education about our breed and sport. Poor public
perception of the Rottweiler and schutzhund must be
addressed and fixed. Our upcoming Scottsdale Schutzhund
club trial will have a number of vendors and educational
opportunities to help the public perception of Rottweilers
and schutzhund.

Jim driving Junky vom Herrenholz with handler Ron Angst
working lines as well as being beautiful dogs.
Our favorite ADRK line is Noris vom Gruntenblick who was
not only a beautiful male but a very serious working dog
with tons of fire and temperament. Noris is heavily linebred
on the F litter Vom Gruntenblick, Falco and Face
a female who also started the Vom Herrenholz kennel and
line.

Ron: What do you want to be remembered in the sport for?
Jim: Being a good sportsman, being a fair, honest
competitor and being a safe, correct trial helper. Being a
student, advocate and protector of the Rottweiler breed.
Someone who is always to help others and educate them on
the breed and the sport.

Ron: What is your advice to people who are new to the
schutzhund sport?
Jim:
Do your research, find a good Rottweiler or
schutzhund club that supports its members. Educate
yourself on the breed and make a good decision on a well
rounded dog. Read, study and become a student of the
breed and the sport as there is much to learn. Find a
mentor to help guide you as this has been very important
for us in learning about the sport and the breed. We have
designed a website to help educate others on the working
Rottweiler and tell others about our dogs and the sport of
schutzhund.
www.firehouserotts.com

Jim working grips with Gretchen Caldwell’s female,
Ter Waele Vikka
Ron: What do you think of the Rottweiler today compared to 10
years ago?
Jim: I think the Rottweiler of 10 years ago was a very
popular breed here in the USA and due to that fact the
breeding of unsuitable dogs became the norm. In
Germany, the emphasis was more on temperament than
just beauty. The breed type is different now in that you see
more extreme headtype and shorter muzzles which limits
the dogs ability to breathe and ventilate themselves. The
ADRK had many more Korung and DM entries as well as
many more breedings 10 years ago.
The shows I have attended recently have been a pleasant
surprise due to the fact that many judges - especially ADRK
judges are rewarding correct breed type and not the
mastiffy overdone dogs. To this day, the Rottweilers who
do well at the ADRK Korung are still from tempermentful

Ron: What are your goals for the future?
Jim: To continue doing both training helper work and
working club trials and high-level Regional, National and
International schutzhund trials. To title our 3 dogs to Sch3
and do their ZTP's. To compete with our dogs at the
highest level we are capable of and help others with their
goals in the sport and the breed.
I am working the 07 USA Sch Nationals and hope to be
selected for the upcoming 08 WUSV Championships. For our
breed, I would like to assist with the advancement of the
working Rottweiler here in the USA and see more activity in
Schutzhund trials and BST's from our club. I would like to be
able to work USRC Rottweiler trials and BST's as often as
possible. To help promote the working Rottweiler and
educate others on the breed.
Thanks for the honour of being featured in the USRC
Magazine.

